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You can take an experience of nature, culture, and adventure in Dolpo Trek. It is Lower Dolpo but
three high passes via Kagmara La pass (5115m), Baga La pass (5175m), Numa La pass (5318m).
Dolpa trek via Kagmara La is one of the adventure trekking in the Dolpo Region, Nepal. Dolpo trek
presents an option to get an experience of Tibetan culture, the natural exquisiteness of elevated
Himalayas. Also, Upper Dolpo Trekking via Kagmara offers a chance for you to pass rhododendron
woods; Phoksundo lake, the most eye-catching and deepest lake in Nepal which is located at an
elevation of 3610m; and Phoksundo national park which is identified as the biggest park in Dolpo
Nepal which covers a land of 3555 km. You may also spot blue sheep, wild fox and numerous species
of birds while trekking. 

Our trek begins from Jumla. On the way, we will pass through Maure La pass located at the height of
3927m  from  where  the  superb  scenes  of  the  Bheri  River  Valley,  as  well  as  the  peaks  like
Matathumba and Ghyuthumba, will reward us. The most significant part of the trek is traversing
Kagmara La located at an elevation of 5100m. The path to some extent becomes tough because of
the steep climb. As you reach the top of the pass, you will notice the traditional Tibetan style of
hanging prayer flags in large numbers. Also, the short ascent to the peak of Kagmara RI (5370m)
rewards you with extra views. The peaks of Tibet, as well as Mount Everest, lies in the far distance
from here while the vistas of gigantic Dhaulagiri and the Annapurna ranges become dominating. The
awesome sights lying to the south and west sides of the Kanjiroba Himal and Kagmara Lekh also
come into  view.  The views of  Api  Himal  (7132m),  Saipal  (7031m),  Kandey Himchuli  (6227m),
Tsokalpo Khang (6556m), Wedge peak (6139m) will also completely captivate you.

Nepal Kailash trekking arranges Upper Dolpo Trekking via Kagmara trek and helps you to turn it as
a  lifetime  experience.  Moreover,  a  different  group  of  people  like  Chhetri,  Magars,  Brahman,
Gurungs will also show a warm nature during the trek. Positioned in the rain shade lands of the
enormous Himalayas, the sight here is comparable to Tibetan Plateau. This trekking region bounded
by Tibet and Dhaulagiri from north and south is regarded as a fusion of cultural as well as natural
splendor. 

 

Trip Facts
Trip Duration: 25 days●
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Cost Includes

- All ground transports by private vehicle as per itinerary required

- Kathmandu accommodation inclusive breakfast as per itinerary

- Nepalgunj on full board required itinerary



- All entry fees as per itinerary like lower Dolpo trekking permit per week per person US $ 10, Shey
Phoksundo National park fee 1000 NPR, {bring 2 copies passport size picture}

- Airfares  and airport tax as per required itinerary

- Three times meals including Lunch, Dinner and breakfast during trek with hot water/ tea/coffee

- An experience cook for camping trekking

- Tent, mattress, chair, table and cooking utensils during camping trek

- Guide, cook, needed Sherpa and porters, their salary/food/accommodation/insurance and required
transports

- Camping charge

- An English speaking highly experienced friendly and helpful trekking guide

- Transports and cargo for camping trek utensils 

- Rain protection duffel bag for luggage

- Company guarantee the rescue services if needed; please hand over your insurance policy copy to
us

- Government taxes and office service charge

 

Cost Excludes

-          International airfare

-           Nepal visa fee which obtained at the airport on arrival, a multiple tourist visa for 15 days US
$ 25, for 30 days US $ 40 and for 90 days US $ 100 or Equivalent convertible currency {bring 2
copies             passport size picture}

-          Helicopter charter to Juphal from Nepalgunj on flight cancelation due to bad weather

-          Extra nights Hotel in Nepalgunj on flight cancelation due to bad weather

-          Alcoholic beverages, soft drinks bottle of mineral water and snack  foods during trekking

-          Meals in Kathmandu

-          Battery charge during trekking

-          Any personal medical or evacuation expenses incur and strongly recommend international
Travel Insurance

-          Extra porter for the personal day bag pack



-          Extra cost on natural disaster

-          Sleeping bag, can be rented from company @ USD 00.80 cent per day per piece

-          Kathmandu sightseeing {it will be extra because we should arrange according your  staying
in Nepal}

-          Any other expenses which is not mentioned in the cost include

-          Tips to staffs


